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SUMMARY 
The Mid-Atlantic Ridge at 13°N is regarded as a type locality for oceanic core complexes (OCCs), as it 
contains, within ~70 km along the spreading axis, four that are at different stages of their life cycle. The 
wealth of existing seabed observations and sampling makes this an ideal target to resolve contradictions 
between the existing models of OCC development. Here we describe the results of P-wave seismic 
tomographic modelling within a 60 x 60 km footprint, containing several OCCs, the ridge axis and both 
flanks, which determines OCC crustal structure, detachment geometry and OCC interconnectivity along axis. 
A grid of wide-angle seismic refraction data was acquired along a series of 17 transects within which a 
network of 46 ocean-bottom seismographs was deployed. Approximately 130,000 first arrival travel times, 
together with sparse Moho reflections, have been modelled, constraining the crust and uppermost mantle to a 
depth of ~10 km below sea level. Depth slices through this 3-D model reveal several independent structures 
each with a higher P-wave velocity (Vp) than its surrounds. At the seafloor, these features correspond to the 
OCCs adjacent to the axial valley walls at 1320‟N and 1330‟N, and off axis at 1325‟N. These high-Vp 
features display dipping trends into the deeper crust, consistent with the surface expression of each OCC‟s 
detachment, implying that rocks of the mid-to-lower crust and uppermost mantle within the footwall are 
juxtaposed against lower Vp material in the hanging-wall. The neovolcanic zone of the ridge axis has 
systematically lower Vp than the surrounding crust at all depths, and is wider between OCCs. On average, 
throughout the 13N region, the crust is ~6 km-thick. However, beneath a deep lava-floored basin between 
axial OCCs the crust is thinner and is more characteristically oceanic in layering and velocity-depth 
structure. Thicker crust at the ridge axis suggests a more magmatic phase of current crustal formation, while 
modelling of the sparse Moho reflections suggests the crust-mantle boundary is a transition zone throughout 
most of the 13N segment. Our results support a model in which OCCs are bounded by independent 
detachment faults whose dip increases with depth and is variable with azimuth around each OCC, suggesting 
a geometry and mechanism of faulting that is more complicated than previously thought. The steepness of 
the northern flank of the 1320‟N detachment suggests that it represents a transfer zone between different 
faulting regimes to the south and north. We propose that individual detachments may not be linked along-
axis, and that OCCs act as transfer zones linking areas of normal spreading and detachment faulting. Along 
ridge variation in magma supply influences the nature of this detachment faulting. Consequently, not only 
does magma supply control how detachments rotate and migrate off axis before finally becoming inactive, 
but also how, when and where new OCCs are created. 
 
Key words: controlled source seismology, crustal imaging, crustal structure, mid-ocean ridge processes. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Slow-spreading ridges are traditionally characterized by a volcanic axial valley bounded by a symmetric set 
of inward-facing, low-offset normal faults. The valley width and the amount of slip along the valley wall 
faults are controlled by the degree of magmatism which, in turn, is influenced by the rate of spreading (Lin et 
al., 1990; Detrick et al., 1995; Thibaud et al., 1998). However, the discovery of both mantle rocks at the 
seafloor (e.g. Cannat, 1993, 1996; Tucholke and Lin, 1994; Cannat et al., 1995, 1997; Lagabrielle et al., 
1998) and the identification of gently-dipping, corrugated surfaces (termed oceanic core complexes – OCCs) 
at the slow-spreading Mid-Atlantic Ridge (e.g. Cann et al., 1997; Blackman et al., 1998; Tucholke et al., 
1998; MacLeod et al., 2002; Reston et al., 2002; Tivey et al., 2003; Dannowski et al., 2010), at the ultraslow-
spreading South West Indian Ridge (e.g. Searle et al., 2003; Baines et al., 2008; Sauter et al., 2013) and 
elsewhere (e.g. Ohara et al., 2001; Okino et al., 2004;  Sato et al., 2009; Hayman et al., 2011), has revealed 
that the axial valley model is far from representative of the interplay between and diversity of tectonic and 
magmatic processes occurring at slower spreading rates. 
Seismic and sampling studies have revealed that OCC footwalls contain gabbroic rocks typical of 
newly accreted magmatic crust (e.g. Escartín et al., 2003a; Ildefonse et al., 2007; Canales et al., 2008; Dick 
et al., 2008; Planert et al., 2010), which numerical modelling has additionally shown can form under 
moderate-to-high regional magmatic conditions (Buck et al., 2005; Tucholke et al., 2008; Olive et al., 2010). 
However, serpentinites, which reflect hydrothermally altered rocks of the lower crust/upper mantle, are also 
commonly sampled on OCC detachment surfaces (Escartín et al., 1997, 2003a; Canales et al., 2004; Picazo 
et al., 2012; Hansen et al., 2013). These large-scale fault surfaces have been interpreted as the source of 
deep, high-angle, normal seismicity (e.g. deMartin et al., 2007), and are shown by palaeomagnetic studies to 
undergo significant footwall rotation close to the surface (e.g. Grimes et al., 2008; Morris et al., 2009; 
MacLeod et al., 2011). These observations support a model in which the curved, convex-up, gently-sloping 
OCC detachment steepens with depth due to flexural rotation (e.g. Buck, 1988; Reston and Ranero, 2011), 
and along which rocks of the deeper crust and upper mantle are exhumed to shallowest crustal depths 
(Escartín and Canales, 2011). 
Hydrothermal activity is also often associated with detachment faulting, with slope-failure surfaces 
and associated extensional fractures and fissures providing high permeability pathways for hydrothermal 
fluids to percolate into the fault hanging-wall and footwall (e.g. Axen, 1992; Canales et al., 2007; Dunn et 
al., 2017). The location of hydrothermal vents off axis appears dependent on the life-stage of the detachment, 
and their existence dependent on a heat source at depth to drive the fluid flow (e.g. Gràcia et al., 2000; Früh-
Green et al., 2003; McCaig et al., 2007; Ondréas et al., 2012).  
OCC detachments asymmetrically accommodate much of the plate separation, significantly 
influencing the ridge morphology (e.g. Escartín et al., 2008; Smith et al., 2008; Schouten et al., 2010; Simão 
et al., 2010; Grevemeyer et al., 2013). Two models have been proposed to explain their origin and 
subsequent evolution. In the segment-scale model, OCCs are viewed as the surface expression of a 
continuous segment-scale detachment, which is covered in the intervening regions by a thin veneer of rider 
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blocks of volcanic seafloor (Reston and Ranero, 2011). In this model, detachments are considered to be long-
lived features, and asymmetric spreading occurs along the entire segment length (e.g. Escartín et al., 2008). 
In the alternative local-scale model, OCCs are viewed as spatially restricted, relatively short-lived features, 
with fault initiation and slip dependent on variation in local magma supply (e.g. MacLeod et al., 2009; 
Mallows and Searle, 2012). In this model, detachments are seen as ordinary valley-wall faults along which 
slip continues until the magmatic conditions change (e.g. Howell et al., 2016, 2019). Spreading is locally 
strongly asymmetric between an OCC and its conjugate ridge flank, but not along the entire length of the 
spreading segment (e.g. MacLeod et al., 2009). 
The existing models are largely unconstrained by direct observations at depth. Although observations 
to date (e.g. deMartin et al., 2007) suggest that detachments flatten abruptly upwards to follow a shallower, 
gently-dipping trend, these existing studies have been unable to directly image the detachment at depth or its 
roll-over. They are, therefore, unable to ascertain any continuity between steeply- and shallowly-dipping 
zones, nor show the lateral extent of the detachment and, thus, connectivity between OCCs at depth.  
The 13°N region of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (hereafter 13N; Fig. 1) is regarded as a type locality for 
OCCs, and provides the observational basis upon which the segment-scale and local-scale models were 
developed. It contains four OCCs within an ~70 km section along the west flank of the spreading axis, all of 
which are at various stages of their life cycle (e.g. Smith et al., 2006; MacLeod et al., 2009). Given the 
wealth of existing seabed morphological observations and lithology sampling, 13N therefore represents an 
ideal target to resolve the contradictions between the existing evolutionary models, by imaging their 
subsurface crustal structure to determine the geometry and lateral connectivity of the detachment with depth.  
To investigate the subsurface structure and tectonic processes of the 13N OCCs, three research 
expeditions were undertaken on the RRS James Cook between 2014 and 2016:  
i) JC102 & JC109 - Peirce (2014a,b) – which undertook a passive ocean-bottom seismograph 
deployment and recovery to record local microseismicity, the results of which have been reported 
by Parnell-Turner et al. (2017); and 
ii) JC132 - Reston and Peirce (2016) – which undertook active-source seismic (wide-angle refraction 
and multichannel reflection), and shipboard gravity, magnetic, and swath bathymetry imaging, 
together with autonomous underwater vehicle near-seabed swath bathymetry and magnetic 
surveying. The combined shipboard and near-seabed magnetics were reported by Searle et al. 
(2016), and their detailed analysis is discussed in Searle et al. (2018). A 2-D, south-north seismic 
and gravity transect through Marathon fracture zone (Fig. 1) and the 13°20‟N (hereafter 1320) and 
13°30‟N (hereafter 1330) OCCs is described by Peirce et al. (2019).  
 Here we describe the results of P-wave seismic tomographic modelling within a 60 x 60 km footprint 
crustal volume (hereafter the 3-D grid – Fig. 2). This contains two OCCs near the ridge axis (1320 and 1330) 
and a relict OCC preserved off axis at 13°25‟N (hereafter 1325), together with the ridge axis and both ridge 
flanks. Our aim was to determine OCC crustal structure, detachment geometry and OCC interconnectivity 
along axis in three-dimensions from seabed to uppermost mantle depth. 
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2. STUDY AREA 
The 13N study area is located in the tropical Atlantic (Fig. 1) and has a complex tectonic history associated 
with movement of the boundaries between the North American, South American and African plates and the 
opening of the Atlantic ocean (Escartín et al., 2003b and references therein). Although the North America-
South America plate boundary is typically associated with the 15°20‟N fracture zone (FZ, Fig. 1a), there is 
little seismicity associated with it, unlike the plate boundary between Africa and Eurasia (Fig. 1b) There is 
also no fault network or fracture zone connecting it to the Caribbean plate. Instead, a sparse band of off axis 
seismicity, running parallel to the MAR ridge axis between 13°N and 14°N (Fig. 1b), suggests a more 
complex and/or diffuse plate boundary and the possibility of past ridge jumps (Escartín et al., 2003b). 
Mallows & Searle (2012) found that striations on the OCC on the east flank at 13°48‟N, believed to mark the 
fault slip direction, matched North America-Africa plate motion, whereas similar striations on 1330 and 1320 
matched South America-Africa plate motion. 
To the east of the band of seismicity lies the 13N segment that apparently comprises sections 
undergoing magmatic spreading intertwined with regions undergoing predominantly tectonic extension that 
contain the OCCs. This along-ridge variation in spreading style results in a wider ridge axis neovolcanic 
zone in the magmatic sections and an asymmetric increase in fault heave on the western flank associated 
with the OCCs (Smith et al., 2008; MacLeod et al., 2009; Mallows and Searle, 2012). The seafloor 
morphology within the tectonic sections also shows that significant mass wasting occurs (Cannat et al., 2013; 
Escartín et al., 2017). The precise position of the ridge axis is unclear. Mallows and Searle (2012) provide 
four different estimates, differing by up to 10 km east-west, depending on data type considered (bathymetry, 
gravity, magnetic field or acoustic backscatter). Here we adopt their average position (Fig. 1c). 
The 13N segment is bounded to the south by the Marathon FZ and to the north by a non-transform 
offset (NTO) located at ~13°35‟N (Fig. 1a). The 14°N MAR segment to the north of this NTO has a 
geochemical anomaly characteristic of large volume, high temperature melting and results in symmetric 
abyssal hill normal faulting and an unusually thick igneous crust, that is indicated by an anomalously low 
mantle Bouguer anomaly (MBA - Dosso et al., 1991; Bonatti et al., 1992; Escartín and Cannat, 1999; 
Fujiwara et al., 2003). This MBA gradually increases along-ridge to the south, from its regional minimum 
that lies within the 14°N MAR segment (Fujiwara et al., 2003). 
The OCCs of the 13N segment, as well as the 13°48‟N OCC on the opposing east flank, have all 
been well studied during the past ten years. Recent near-seabed magnetic anomaly observations surrounding 
the 1320 and 1330 OCCs have revealed a strong negative magnetization (especially at 1320) that is attributed 
to relatively old, reversely magnetized lithosphere that has been exhumed along the detachment fault (Searle 
et al., 2018). A passive microseismicity study has shown that the 1320 OCC footwall is being deformed by 
compressive stresses caused by the detachment‟s roll-over before reaching the seafloor (Parnell-Turner et al., 
2017), while other studies have shown that hydrothermal systems preferentially use the detachments as 
permeability conduits (Ondréas et al., 2012; Picazo et al., 2012; Escartín et al., 2017). By enabling silica-rich 
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fluids to flow into the bounding ultramafic rocks, these systems influence the depth of the brittle-plastic 
transition as well as the types of deformation that occur. Pervasive silicification of the 1320 OCC detachment 
surface (Bonnemains et al., 2017) supports the concept that shallow, low-angle dipping detachments are 
capable of producing ~5 Mw earthquakes and are, therefore, stronger than previously thought (Craig and 
Parnell-Turner, 2017).  
The 13N region is home to three active vent localities (Fig. 1a): 
i) Ashadze - a set of black smokers located along the western axial valley wall associated with 
detachment faulting; 
ii) Irinovskoe - a black smoker system located close to the seafloor hanging-wall cut-off of the 
1320 OCC; and 
iii) Semyenov - a white smoker located in the chaotic seabed terrain northwest of the corrugated 
surface of the 1330 OCC.  
The Semyenov white smoker active vent site is located ~10 km off axis [using the Mallows and Searle 
(2012) average ridge axis location] and away from the OCC corrugated surface (Fig. 1a,c). Adopting the 
McCaig et al. (2007) criteria, the vent type and location imply that the 1330 OCC is at the end of its life-
cycle or already inactive. Conversely, the black smokers of Irinovskoe (located close to the 1320 OCC 
footwall-hanging-wall border) and Ashadze, imply that these active vents are located on a mature 
detachment. In the case of the Irinovskoe vent site in particular, it is located too far from the detachment fault 
trace to result from fluid flow along it and, instead, implies the existence of the magmatic pluton within the 
crust beneath it (McCaig et al., 2007). 
Studies of the seabed expression of the detachment fault zone reveal that surface processes like mass 
wasting, erosion and blanketing by an apron of hanging-wall-derived material influences the seafloor 
morphology (Cannat et al., 2013; Escartín et al., 2017; Olive et al., 2019), and that a detachment may 
represent a linkage between different fractures that coalesce, giving rise to the characteristic corrugations of 
the domed surfaces (Parnell-Turner et al., 2018a). Finally, Parnell-Turner et al.‟s (2018b) study of the 
13°48‟N OCC on the eastern flank suggests that detachments continue to slip after episodes of magmatic 
intrusion, which Howell et al. (2019) demonstrate by numerical modelling using the 1320 OCC as an 
example.  
The OCCs of 13N segment have become a type site for study because they share these 
characteristics with many other OCCs studied along the MAR (e.g. Smith et al., 2008; Picazo et al., 2012; 
Parnell-Turner et al., 2018a, Olive et al., 2019). However, despite a considerable number of studies having 
been conducted at 13N, little is known about the sub-seabed crustal structure. This study focuses on the 3-D 
grid area located between 13°10‟N and 13°40‟N (Fig. 2) that contains the 1320, 1325 and 1330 OCCs; 1320 
is thought to be still active, while 1330 is thought to have been active until recently in geological terms 
(MacLeod et al., 2009; Mallows and Searle, 2012), while the 1325 OCC is relict and now preserved ~25 km 
off axis in the ~2 Myr-old lithosphere of the western ridge flank. 
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3. DATA ACQUISITION 
Wide-angle (WA) seismic refraction data were acquired along a series of 17 transects in the form of a grid 
(Fig. 2), within which a dense network of 46 ocean-bottom seismographs (OBSs) was deployed. Each OBS 
was equipped with a three-component (x, y, z) geophone set and a hydrophone. Data were recorded at a 
sampling rate of 250 Hz over 60 s trace lengths to match the shot firing rate, which resulted in an inter-shot 
interval of ~150 m at a mean survey speed of 4.9 kn (2.5 m s
-1
). This approach enabled continuous recording 
between OBS deployment and recovery, so that microseismic events would also be recorded during non-
shooting periods to extend the Parnell-Turner et al. (2017) analysis over a much broader region. The results 
of this microseismicity study will be reported separately.  
The seismic source consisted of an array of 13 Bolt airguns with a total volume of 4800 in
3
 (78.7 l), 
towed at a depth of ~8 m. Each OBS was relocated to its true seafloor position by forward ray trace 
modelling of water-wave travel times using rayinvr (Zelt and Ellis, 1988; Zelt and Smith, 1992) and a model 
of the water column constructed from sound velocity profiles measured throughout the study area. This water 
column model was used for all subsequent sub-seabed arrival travel time modelling.  
  Prior to travel-time picking, the OBS data were filtered with a band-pass 5-20 Hz filter to remove the 
background swell and seabed scattered noise. P-wave first arrivals for the crust (Pg) and mantle (Pn), and 
reflected arrivals from the Moho (PmP), were picked using either the vertical geophone or hydrophone 
channel, depending on whichever had the highest signal-to-noise ratio for each deployment site. 
Approximately 130,000 first arrival travel times were picked, with pick uncertainties of between 50 and 75 
ms assigned based on shot and instrument location errors and the signal-to-noise ratio, the latter of which 
correlates with source-receiver offset. While Moho reflections are observed on some record sections, they 
are few in number (total of ~600 picks). Example record sections for OBSs 40 (ridge axis - Profiles D and O; 
Fig. 3), 06 (1330 OCC - Profile L; Fig. 4a-b) and 14 (1320 OCC - Profile F; Fig. 4d-e) show the observed 
phase identifications, picks and pick errors, and that arrivals are generally observed to a distance of ~30 km 
from each OBS. The seabed topography throughout the study area strongly influences first arrival trend. 
Although the inter-OBS spacing varies between ~2-5 km, the shot spacing along profile provides short 
offset, shallower propagating ray paths with which to constrain the uppermost crust (Fig. 3c,f). 
 
4. TOMOGRAPHIC INVERSION 
4.1 Modelling procedure and parameterization 
Travel time inversion was conducted using FAST (First Arrival Seismic Tomography – Zelt and Barton, 
1998), which applies a regularized inversion method to fitting modelled to observed travel times. The 
laterally variable (between ~1.85-4.35 km) model seabed interface was created by sampling the bathymetry 
at each forward grid cell spacing, and projecting these and the OBS and shot locations into kilometre-space 
relative to a model 0,0 located at 13°09.0‟N / 45°13.8‟W. The seabed interface, which mirrors the seabed 
topography throughout the 3-D grid, remained fixed throughout modelling.  
A two-pronged approach to modelling was adopted. The density of ray paths in the upper crust 
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enabled a higher resolution model (henceforth termed the Higher Resolution Shallow Model – HRSM) to be 
obtained for the upper-to-mid crust by setting the regular cartesian grid forward node spacing at 0.25 km, 
both laterally and vertically, and by setting the inverse cell size, which controls the scales over which the 
model smoothing is applied, to 0.75 km laterally and 0.25 km vertically. A second model (henceforth termed 
the Lower Resolution Deep Model – LRDM) was parameterized with a 0.5 km (laterally and vertically) 
forward node spacing and a 1.5 km lateral by 0.5 km vertical inverse cell size, which provided sufficient ray 
coverage in each cell to determine the velocity structure throughout the entire crust and uppermost mantle. 
The forward and inverse grid node spacings were chosen as that which resulted in a sufficient and even cell a 
hit count distribution, considering the acquisition geometry and the variation in seabed topography.  
The outcome of an inversion is dependent on the travel time picks, the initial model and the 
smoothing parameters. Therefore, 100 1-D initial models were developed and inverted for each model 
parameterization to determine the best fit (Supplementary Fig. 1). These starting models incorporated a 
fixed minimum velocity of 2.5 km s-1 at the mean seabed depth (2.9 km), and a maximum velocity of 9.0 km 
s-1 at 12 km depth (approximating the seismic velocity of olivine formed at 200 MPa - Miller and 
Christensen, 1997), with varying increases in velocity applied between these two values (Supplementary 
Fig. 1a,d). Each initial model was configured to have a linearly increasing velocity with depth parallel to the 
sea surface rather than seabed. This approach avoided inclusion of any preconceived seabed-following 
layered velocity structure as might be expected for normal magmatic oceanic crust. If such a structure 
resulted from the inversion it would be required by the data and, thus, enable magmatic and exhumed regions 
of crust to be distinguished with confidence.  
Each initial model was inverted over a series of six iterations, with six values of the trade-off 
parameter (), which controls the balance between minimising the data misfit and generating a model with 
the minimum required structure, tested for each iteration. The initial value of  (lambda0) was randomly 
assigned as either 20, 50 or 100, and the smoothness factor (Sz), which determines the importance of 
maintaining the vertical versus horizontal smoothness, was randomly chosen within the range recommended 
for a 3-D inversion by Zelt and Barton (1998).  
The parameters of the best-fit model inversions are summarized in Table 1, and were selected based 
on the minimization of the misfit and the extent to which artefacts were introduced into the resulting model 
(Supplementary Fig. 2). The selected initial models are highlighted in Supplementary Fig. 1a,d, a vertical 
slice through the initial model for HRSM is shown in Fig. 5b, and the travel time residuals for both the 
HRSM and LRDM are shown in Supplementary Fig. 1b,c,e,f. The 2 fits for these models (0.997 and 1.261 
respectively) demonstrate that they are a good fit to the observed travel time picks, using the 2=1 criterion 
to describe fit to within pick error. Supplementary Fig. 1c,f also shows that the misfit residual for each 
model is independent of offset (except for picks made from parts of records sections showing much higher 
background noise levels). The LRDM is considered to be a good fit for the entire crust and uppermost 
mantle, and the HRSM a good fit for the upper crust to a depth of up to 6 km below sea level (bsl). 
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4.2. Resolution 
In order to test both the lateral and depth resolution of the best-fit models, the checkerboard approach of Zelt 
(1998) was followed. A 5 per cent velocity perturbation checkerboard pattern was added to each model with 
different checkerboard dimensions. Permutations of 2, 3, 5 and 10 km checkerboard dimensions in the x and 
y directions and 1 and 2 km in the z direction were tested, together with shifts in the phase of the applied 
pattern of a half and a full wavelength in each of the three directions. Synthetic travel times were calculated 
for each of these perturbed models, using the shot-receiver offsets of the observed travel time picks. 
Gaussian random noise was then added to the synthetic travel times, with values corresponding to the pick 
uncertainties. These synthetic picks were inverted using each best-fit model as the starting point, and using 
the same parameters (Table 1) and number of iterations. The resulting checkerboard inversions range in χ2 
between 1.02 and 1.06.  
 The degree of recovery, defined by the semblance (Zelt, 1998), was subsequently determined by 
comparing the recovered perturbation pattern to that imposed on each model. To take account of potential 
pattern geometry dependence on outcome, the semblance for all patterns within each checkerboard 
permutation were averaged (Supplementary Figs 4-7). We adopt Zelt‟s (1998) semblance threshold of 0.7 to 
define areas of the model that are well resolved, even though semblance can be misleading as it is dependent 
on the operator radius. For each pattern tested, we use an operator radius set to the horizontal checkerboard 
cell size. 
In the region surrounding the 1320 OCC (Fig. 2), checkerboard testing demonstrates that the HRSM 
is able to resolve structures as small as 2 x 2 x 1 km to a depth of ~4 km bsl in the region surrounding the 
OCCs (insets to Supplementary Fig. 4b-d), due to the higher density of OBSs surrounding this OCC. For 
the 3-D grid as a whole, the HRSM is capable of resolving 3 x 3 x 2 km structures to 6 km bsl 
(Supplementary Fig. 4b-h). However, the HRSM fails to resolve the crust-mantle transition due to reduced 
ray coverage below 6 km-depth.  
In contrast, the smoother LRDM does not resolve small-scale features in the shallowest part of the 
crust (Supplementary Fig. 6), as a result of its larger forward node and inverse cell size. Resolution testing 
of the LRDM shows, however, that this configuration is still able to resolve features as small as 3 x 3 x 2 km 
to 7 km bsl in the centre of the 3-D grid (insets to Supplementary Fig. 6b-d), and 5 x 5 x 2 km generally 
throughout the crust. At depths >7 km bsl, the LRDM can only resolve features larger than 10 x 10 x 2 km to 
a maximum depth of 10 km bsl beneath the centre of the OBS array (Supplementary Fig. 6e-h). Between 
10-50 km in both the x and y directions, the HRSM and LRDM only differ in absolute velocity terms by less 
than 0.125 km s-1 at all depths.  
Our testing indicates that not only is each OCC well resolved throughout the crust, but so are the 
regions in between and surrounding these OCCs together with the ridge axis. The latter thus enables 
investigation of the ridge axis location [cf. Mallows and Searle‟s (2012) definition] and foci of any 
geologically recent magmatism as implied from Searle et al.‟s (2018) magnetics study. 
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 4.3 Crust-mantle boundary 
FAST (Zelt and Barton, 1998) uses first arrival travel times to construct velocity models that are inherently 
smooth and interface-free. Consequently, to investigate the nature of the crust-mantle transition the HRSM 
and LRDM were merged along a common boundary at 6 km-depth bsl between 25 km and 50 km in both x 
and y directions, to create the inversion model. This model was then sliced vertically along each 2-D shot 
profile (Figs 2, 3 & 4) and converted into a forward node-specified model with distinct layer boundaries 
incorporated. The 6.0 km s-1 velocity contour was used to define the intra-crustal upper-to-lower crustal 
boundary and the 7.5 km s-1 velocity contour was used to represent the base of crust (Figs 3c,f & 4c,f) 
consistent with the result of modelling Profile R (Figs 1a & 2 – Peirce et al., 2019). The observed travel time 
picks (Pg and Pn phases) were then point-to-point ray-traced using rayinvr (Zelt and Ellis, 1988; Zelt and 
Smith, 1992) to test model construction. Examples for OBS 40 (Profiles D & O) are shown in Fig. 3c,f, and 
OBS 06 (Profile L) and OBS 14 (Profile F) are shown in Fig. 4b,e, with the ray-tracing resulting in a 2 fit of 
<3 when averaged for all OBSs. This forward model was thus deemed suitable for testing the nature and 
location of the base of the crust. 
The sparse observation of PmP phases throughout the 3-D grid footprint suggests that a distinct 
Moho interface does not exist, with there instead being a transition zone from crust to mantle. Consequently, 
a forward predictive ray-tracing approach, tracing all potential PmP arrivals through the model was adopted, 
not only to further test the appropriateness of the selected base of crust marker (7.5 km s
-1
 velocity contour), 
but also the likelihood that it is a distinct interface rather than a transition zone and, if so, where it exists.  
 Modelled reflections mirror PmP phases on the record sections (Figs 4b,c & 4e,f) where they are 
observed. The implication of this result is that, elsewhere, either there is not a distinct Moho between crust 
and mantle, with it instead being a transition zone, or that the velocity contrast across the Moho is small. The 
latter would generate a low amplitude PmP arrival that would be indistinguishable above the level of the 
background noise. Consequently, we conclude that the 7.5 km s-1 contour can be regarded as a proxy for the 
base of the crust where a distinct Moho exists and the top of a gradient transition into the mantle where it 
does not. 
 
4.4 Vp gradient 
An alternative approach that assists understanding of the features within the crust of the 13N inversion model 
is the calculation of the ridge-perpendicular and ridge-parallel horizontal gradients in Vp (after Dunn et al., 
2017; Fig. 6). Using this approach, magmatically accreted upper crust shows a higher Vp gradient change 
with depth due to the crust‟s vertically layered lithological structure, whilst deeper crust and uppermost 
mantle material exhumed to the seabed, or to shallow depths, shows a low lateral gradient (e.g. the 
contrasting structures between the OCCs and the intervening region as shown in Fig. 6b-d). Furthermore, 
crust resulting from magmatic accretion retains a more ridge-parallel trend in velocity structure, while the toe 
of each OCC (where the detachment breaks the seabed – known as the hanging-wall cut-off) is marked by a 
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band of higher gradient on the hanging-wall side, particularly so in the ridge-perpendicular gradient given 
their generally arcuate shape. The NTO, which bounds the 13N segment to the north, is also demarked in the 
ridge-parallel gradient at y=50 km, displaying a lateral offset of 15-20 km (e.g. Fig. 6c-g). 
 
5. MODELLING RESULTS 
The inversion model constrains the crust and uppermost mantle to a depth of up to 10 km bsl (Fig. 5). In 
order to highlight lateral velocity variation, we also consider the difference (henceforth the difference model) 
between the inversion model and a reference crustal structure constructed by sampling the velocity-depth 
structure at the ridge axis (at 40,32 – Fig. 7a). This location is in between the 1320 and 1330 OCCs, in a 
region where the seabed comprises lava flows and volcanic edifices. This 1-D ridge axis magmatic crust 
reference was draped beneath the seabed interface to create the reference model for the entire 3-D grid. 
Consequently, subtraction of this model from the inversion model highlights where within the 3-D grid the 
crustal structure differs from that expected to result from normal magmatic accretion (Fig. 7c-h). 
 
5.1 Shallow to mid-crust – 4 to 6 km bsl 
The upper crust is well constrained by the HRSM. The horizontal (depth) slice through this model at 4.5 km 
(Fig. 5c) reveals three independent structures each having a higher (>6.0 km s-1) Vp than the surrounding 
region, which has a relatively low Vp of <4.0 km s-1. These features continue, with higher velocities, to 5 km 
and 6 km bsl (Fig. 5d,e). At the seafloor, the three higher Vp features correspond to the locations of the 1320 
(at 35,20 model x,y) and 1330 (35,40) OCCs adjacent to the axial valley walls, and the off axis 1325 OCC 
(20,30). These features are well resolved, as their lateral dimensions are larger than the smallest resolvable 
checkerboard size of 2 x 2 x 1 km, with each showing a semblance above the 0.7 threshold (Supplementary 
Fig. 4c-d insets). Furthermore, these features are not considered to be artefacts of the seafloor topography, as 
they display a dipping trend, steeper than the seabed topography, into the deeper crust when viewed in 
vertical slices through the model (Fig. 8b-g), consistent with the surface expression of the detachment of 
each. This implies that higher velocity material of the middle-to-lower crust and even uppermost mantle 
exists within the footwall, and is juxtaposed against lower velocity material forming the hanging-wall of 
each detachment (cf. Fig 8b-c and Fig. 8f-g).  
Vertical slices through the HRSM show that, away from the OCCs, the P-wave velocity of the 
shallow crust rapidly increases from 2.5 km s-1 at the seafloor to 6.0 km s-1 at ~2.0 km below the seafloor 
(Fig. 8). This steep velocity gradient correlates with where seafloor samples imply the crust comprises lava 
flows and pillow lavas overlying a sheeted dyke complex (MacLeod et al., 2009; Mallows and Searle, 2012), 
normally associated with oceanic crust layer 2 (White et al., 1992; Grevemeyer et al., 2018).  
The thickness of the upper crust was calculated (Fig. 9e), using the change in velocity gradient with 
depth marked by the 6.0 km s-1 contour as a proxy for its base. In general, off axis the upper crust is ~2 km-
thick, with the western flank ~10-20 per cent thinner than the eastern. The low Vp anomaly that extends to 6 
km bsl at the ridge axis implies that the upper crust is much thicker (up to 3 km-thick) there than anywhere 
else (Fig. 9e), and that the Mallows and Searle (2012) average definition of the ridge axis instead most likely 
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marks the western edge of the axial valley. 
 
5.2 Mid-crust to uppermost mantle – below 6 km bsl 
The entire crust is well constrained by the LRDM at a resolution of 5 x 5 x 2 km. The ridge axis is 
particularly well revealed due to its systematically lower P-wave velocity than the surrounding crust at all 
depths (Figs 5, 7 & 8). The low Vp zone is wider in between OCCs (e.g. Figs 5c & 7c) and narrower at the 
OCCs, mirroring the variation in width of the neovolcanic seafloor (Mallows and Searle, 2012). The LRDM 
also shows that the region immediately south-southwest of the 1325 OCC has a higher Vp (7.5 km s-1) at 7.0 
km bsl (Figs 5f & 7f), suggesting a thinner crust there (Fig. 9g) that is accommodated as a thinner lower 
crust (Fig. 9f) and a shallowing of the Moho (Fig. 9h), regardless of whether the Moho here is a distinct 
interface or the top of a transition zone (Peirce et al., 2019). The shape and depth of this region is well 
resolved by the inversion (Supplementary Fig. 6c-d) and correlates with a positive MBA (Fig. 9c and also 
noted by Smith et al., 2008; Mallows and Searle, 2012). 
As already noted, the 6.0 km s-1 velocity contour coincides with a change in the vertical velocity 
gradient. Below this contour, the crust displays a smaller vertical gradient (<1 s-1), with seismic velocity 
ranging between 6.0 and 7.0 km s-1 (Fig. 10). Such a seismic velocity and velocity gradient are characteristic 
of oceanic crust layer 3, postulated to be mainly composed of gabbro, but which may also incorporate a 
component of mantle rocks (Cannat et al., 1995; Dunn et al., 2017). Therefore, we use the 6.0 km s-1 contour 
as a proxy for the upper-to-lower magmatic crustal transition; it is also associated with lower degrees of 
melting and the effect of deep hydrothermal circulation (Detrick et al., 1994; Karson et al., 1987; 
Schlindwein and Schmid, 2016). 
Analysis of 1-D velocity-depth profiles (Fig. 10) reveals that for sub-seafloor depths >3 km, the 
1330 OCC has a slower velocity than all other OCCs located on the west flank with it instead displaying a 
greater similarity to the ridge axis and the eastern ridge flank. Furthermore, the inward-facing fault and inter-
OCC deep basin (located in Fig. 9a) have similar 1-D velocity-depth structures to each other. All of the 1-D 
profiles converge to ~7.5 km s-1 at depth, which Peirce et al. (2019) demonstrate is a good proxy for the crust-
mantle boundary at 13N. Therefore, the average regional crustal thickness in the 13N study area is ~6 km 
(Fig. 9g), with a thinner section associated with the western-most deep lava-floored basin (centred at 29,30 
model x,y) in between OCCs (~5 km) and a thicker section at ridge axis (~7 km). The Vp gradient shows 
that, away from the OCCs, mid-crustal depths are characterized by clear ridge-parallel structures (e.g. Fig. 
6f) which are interpreted to reflect inward-facing rotated fault blocks and, thus, crust resulting from more 
magmatic crustal formation processes. 
The nature of the crust-mantle boundary is variable throughout the LRDM, with occasional, isolated 
sections displaying a high vertical velocity gradient that suggests a distinct Moho interface. Furthermore, the 
rarely observed PmP arrivals (Fig. 4) seem to correspond to ridge axis and inter-OCC settings, and to the 
thinner crust/shallower Moho region located in the southwest of the 3-D grid footprint (Fig. 6a). The 
location of the base of crust PmP reflection points, when compared to a map of Moho depth derived from the 
7.5 km s-1 contour (Fig. 9h), shows that these arrivals correlate with crust with a seabed morphology and/or 
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sub-seabed velocity structure normally expected to result from magmatic accretion. 
 
5.3 OCCs 
5.3.1 P-wave velocity structure 
The analysis of 1-D profiles (Fig. 10) sampled from the 3-D grid at locations within each OCC (Fig. 9a) 
reveals that the shallowest (<2 km sub-seafloor depth) parts of the OCCs have a higher Vp than all the other 
regional features. The observed velocities are, furthermore, all higher than White et al.‟s (1992) average for 
0-7 Ma MAR crust, and lie closer to those observed at the Rainbow vent field (Dunn et al., 2017) than 
observed at TAG (Canales et al., 2007). The 1320 OCC has a higher upper crustal velocity than either of the 
1325 or 1330 OCCs, both of which have similar profiles over this depth range.  
A north-south trending vertical model slice through the 1320 and 1330 OCCs in the vicinity of the 
breakaway (Fig. 8h-i) shows that the highest velocities are isolated beneath the topographic highs, and that 
these OCCs appear not to be connected, at least not at shallow-to-mid-crustal depth. This vertical slice lies 
along Profile R (Peirce et al., 2019) and a comparison of their 6.0 km s-1 and 7.5 km s-1 velocity contours 
with those of the inversion model shows that they are consistent despite the 2-D versus 3-D inversion 
approaches adopted (Fig. 8h). 
The 1325 OCC is situated along a north-south band of relatively high velocity material (x=20 km in 
Fig. 5c-d) that correlates with a crustal magnetization positive anomaly (Smith et al., 2008; Mallows and 
Searle, 2012). This OCC is also separated from the present-day active 1320 OCC by a region of lower 
velocity. This lower velocity region coincides with a seafloor comprising rotated ridges, hummocky terrain 
and mafic horsts (Fig. 1c) that record a magmatic spreading period (MacLeod et al., 2009; Mallows and 
Searle, 2012). In addition, the HRSM shows that the 1330 OCC has a higher velocity shallow crust extending 
from the ridge axis westwards towards the breakaway at ~1.5 Ma off axis (x20 km, Figs 5c-d & 8f-g). 
Checkerboard tests indicate that this variation in Vp is well resolved (Supplementary Fig. 4c-d).  
 
5.3.2 Detachment geometry and connectivity 
Previous studies of mid-ocean ridges associate variation in seismic velocity with detachment faults (Canales 
et al., 2007; deMartin et al., 2007; Dunn et al., 2017). We use the +1.25 km s-1 Vp difference model contour 
to demarcate the detachment surface with depth for both the 1320 (Fig. 11) and 1330 (Fig. 12) OCCs, in a 
similar manner to the approach adopted by deMartin et al. (2007). This contour coincides remarkably well 
with the location and dip of the shallower cluster of microseismicity observed to the south side of the 1320 
OCC (Parnell-Turner et al., 2017 – e.g. Fig. 11c). This correlation enables use of this proxy contour to map 
not only the detachment fault plane geometry with depth, but also test the likelihood of inter-OCC 
connectivity along axis as a result. On this basis, the 1320 (Fig. 11) and 1330 (Fig. 12) detachment fault 
planes extend to a depth of at least ~7 km bsl (~4 km beneath the seafloor). 
The 1320 OCC detachment fault plane displays different geometries between its southern and 
northern flanks. The southern flank displays a fault dip as high as ~55-60°, and is seismically active to 
shallowest crustal depths (Fig. 11c), while for the northern flank the detachment fault dips at ~40-55° and 
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does not show any shallow seismicity (Fig. 11b). There is also a correlation between observed seismicity at 
the 1320 OCC and the Vp anomaly, whereby intermediate depth events (>9 km bsl) associated with 
compressive stresses (Parnell-Turner et al., 2017) are observed below the high Vp anomaly (Fig. 11f), and 
deeper seismicity (>10 km bsl) is recorded at the ridge axis mirroring the lower Vp modelled there. Between 
OCCs, the inward-facing normal fault has a fault plane dipping at 40° (Figs 11h & 12g). However, to the 
north of the 13N segment-bounding NTO, on the opposite ridge flank, the inward-facing normal fault dips at 
less than 30° (Fig. 12h). Both Fig. 11e,i and Fig. 12e,i suggest that the OCCs are not interconnected, and 
that the NTO itself is a near-vertical structure within the crust. Analysis of the Vp gradient (Fig. 6) shows 
that not only does the crust surrounding the OCCs have a ridge axis-trending pattern, but also that the OCC 
detachments clearly persist for at least 2-3 km below seabed, until they intersect with the present-day ridge 
axis. 
 
5.4. Ridge axis 
Mallows and Searle (2012) define the ridge axis at 13N (Fig. 1c) on the basis of a study using near-seabed 
side-scan sonar data together with topography, gravity and magnetic fields. However, the relatively low P-
wave velocity structure of the inversion model suggests that the ridge axis within the crust in fact lies further 
to the east, particularly when viewed as Vp difference between reference and inversion models (Fig. 7). This 
lower velocity pattern persists throughout the crust and also suggests that the neovolcanic zone of the ridge 
axis is narrower at depth than at the seabed. The pattern in the upper-to-mid-crust also highlights crust likely 
formed by magmatic accretion in between OCCs (Fig. 7c,d) and that the 1320 and 1330 OCC detachments 
extend across Mallows and Searle‟s (2012) average ridge axis with increasing depth subsurface (Figs 5d,e & 
7d,e plan view; Figs 8, 11 & 12 vertical plane). 
The vertical slice through the 1325 OCC also traverses the ridge axis (Fig. 8d), with the difference 
model [using the +1.25 km s-1 Vp difference contour as an indicative proxy in a similar way to deMartin et 
al. (2007) – Fig. 8e] clearly indicating the presence of lower velocity material within the axial region, 
bounded by inward-dipping fault-like features. For the vertical slices through the 1320 and 1330 OCCs (Figs 
8c & 8g respectively), a much narrower region of this material exists, and it is located further to the east than 
Mallows and Searle‟s (2012) average ridge axis location. Consequently, we conclude that the ridge axis lies 
up to 5 km further east, and that the lower velocity regions could mark the foci of current magmatism. 
The inward-facing normal fault crust on the western flank, the eastern ridge flank and the ridge axis 
itself have similar 1-D velocity structures (Fig. 10) to 2 km depth sub-seabed. The two basins between OCCs 
have a velocity structure comparable to the ridge-like structure that separates them, lying within White et 
al.‟s (1992) envelope. This suggests that these are inward-facing fault block structures within sections of 
normal magmatically spread crust.  
 
5.5 Hydrothermal vents 
The two active vents, Semyenov and Irinovskoe (Fig. 1) are located in different settings on the 1320 and 
1330 OCCs. In both cases, the seismic velocity models (Figs 4, 5, 7, 8, 11 & 12) show that there is no 
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apparent velocity anomaly underlying each vent site within model resolution constraints. The resolution tests 
reveal that 2 x 2 x 1 km-sized anomalies with velocity perturbations as low as 5 per cent of the surrounding 
crust should be well resolved to a sub-seafloor depth of ~1 km. Thus, if a heat source for Irinovskoe vent site 
is situated immediately beneath it, it is quite spatially restricted and/or limited in thermal/velocity contrast to 
its surrounds. If located between 1-4 km depth, any heat source would need to be smaller than 3 x 3 x 1 km. 
Analogous observations can be made for the 1330 OCC where the source for the Semyenov vent site would 
have to be smaller than 3 x 3 x 1 km
 
if situated in the shallower part of the OCC and smaller than 5 x 5 x 1 
km
 
if at mid-crustal depth. 
 
6. DISCUSSION 
Seismic tomography-derived models are smooth and interface free and, as such, structures are primarily 
defined by velocity contours and the rate of velocity change either with depth or laterally. To fully 
understand the 13N 3-D inversion model thus requires consideration of the complex regional setting to 
distinguish between the effects, for example, of composition, porosity and temperature; all of which 
influence the propagation of seismic waves through the subsurface. We will now discuss our findings in the 
context of the variety of other relevant studies throughout the region which have used seismic (Peirce et al., 
2019), gravity (Mallows and Searle, 2012; Peirce et al., 2019), seismicity (Craig and Parnell-Turner, 2017; 
Parnell-Turner et al., 2017), seafloor echo sounding and sonar backscatter (Smith et al., 2006, 2008; 
MacLeod et al., 2009; Mallows and Searle, 2012; Escartín et al., 2017; Parnell-Turner et al., 2018a,b; Olive 
et al., 2019) and seafloor sampling (MacLeod et al., 2009; Wilson et al., 2013; Bonnemains et al., 2017; 
Escartín et al., 2017) approaches to determine lithology, morphology and structural evolution. 
 
6.1 Crustal structure 
Sub-seafloor variation in density throughout the 13N region is demonstrated by the free-air anomaly (FAA – 
Fig. 9b), the MBA (Fig. 9c) and to a lesser extent the residual mantle Bouguer anomaly (RMBA – Fig. 9d) 
which were calculated from ship meter data acquired during JC102, JC109 and JC132 following the 
approach outlined in Peirce et al. (2019). A local minimum in the MBA is centred at the ridge axis between 
OCCs. As a decrease in MBA is normally interpreted to imply a supply of melt to the ridge, this suggests 
that this MBA minimum may mark the centre of a small-scale magmatic segment, with 1320 and 1330 
located near its edges.  
With the exception of the southwest part of the 3-D grid footprint, the crustal thickness varies by less 
than 1 km (Fig. 9g), assuming the 7.5 km s
-1
 velocity contour as a proxy for the base of crust, regardless of 
its form. We interpret the MBA local minimum as most likely being associated with a decrease of crustal 
density associated with the thickening of the upper crust (Fig. 9e), corresponding to the relatively lower P-
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wave velocity observed along the ridge axis (Figs 5, 7b-f & 8e). These observations support a current 
magmatic episode. 
We can compare a north-south oriented vertical slice through the inversion model along Profile L, 
with the northern section of the longer, coincident 2-D refraction profile, Profile R (Fig. 13 – Peirce et al., 
2019), which traverses the Ashadze OCC complex to the south, the breakaway of the 1320 OCC, the 1330 
OCC and the regions in between these features (Fig. 1). Given that these models were independently derived 
using different approaches, they are remarkably consistent, thus allowing us to compare the crustal structure 
of the 1320 and 1330 OCCs imaged by the 13N 3-D grid with the OCCs to the south. Both models reveal 
that the upper-to-lower crustal transition is deeper beneath the 1320 OCC breakaway (~2 km) than at the 
equivalent location beneath the other OCCs. Both the 2-D and 3-D models (Fig. 13a,b) also reveal that, with 
the exception of the OCCs, the magmatic upper crust (layer 2) is ~2 km thick from the NTO in the north to 
the Marathon FZ in the south (Fig. 1). Therefore, a comparatively thinner upper crustal section associated 
with the OCCs seems to be a characteristic feature of those located on the west flank of this part of the MAR. 
The upper crustal thickness variations associated with the OCCs situated along the west flank suggests a 
magmatic control on their formation and ephemeral life cycle, with these locations marking a localized 
waning of the magma supply to the ridge axis. 
Previous studies, interpreting across-ridge-axis 2-D density profiles, have proposed that the 1320 and 
1330 OCCs display differing density structures (Mallows and Searle, 2012). Both OCCs are proposed to 
comprise diabase and/or highly serpentinized peridotite-like densities in their hanging-walls, while the 
shallow part of the OCC footwall and the breakaway regions reveal densities normally associated with 
gabbros and/or serpentinized peridotites. The primary difference between these OCCs is that the 3-D grid 
inversion model suggests that the 1320 OCC has a larger portion of its deeper footwall composed of 
peridotites than the 1330 OCC. Similarly, the 2-D refraction and gravity modelling study along Profile R 
(Peirce et al., 2019) reveals the 1330 OCC to have a lower P-wave velocity and a less dense crust than the 
Ashadze OCCs, suggesting that the latter is more dominated by ultramafics. The 3-D grid inversion model 
also shows the 1330 OCC to have a lower seismic velocity, most probably reflecting magma intrusion across 
the NTO, perhaps due to southward ridge tip propagation from the adjacent 14N segment (MacLeod et al., 
2009).  
Figure 8 illustrates the differences in velocity-depth structure between a mature, active OCC (1320 – 
Fig. 8b) and an effectively inactive OCC (1325 and 1330 – Figs 8d & 8f respectively). The thinning of the 
upper crust beneath the southern edge of the 1330 OCC (Fig. 8h) coincides with magmatic intrusions 
(MacLeod et al., 2009). Similar features are observed at the 13°48‟N OCC (MacLeod et al., 2009; Parnell-
Turner et al., 2018b). Both flanks of the 1330 OCC (Fig. 12i) show a steeper dip than the northern flank of 
the 1320 OCC to the south (Fig. 11i), with the south flank of the 1320 OCC and both flanks of the 1330 
OCC showing a significant shallowing of the detachment as it rolls over within the shallower part of the 
crust. Such a steep dip and correspondence with magmatic intrusions suggests that, firstly, these OCCs are 
not interconnected and, secondly, that magmatism plays a role in the cessation of detachment faulting 
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(Howell et al., 2019). 
Smith et al. (2008) and Mallows and Searle (2012) note an increase in the MBA (Fig. 9c) in the 
southwest of the 13N region. This coincides with an apparent thinning of the lower crust as shown by the 
inversion model (Fig. 9f). Correlations between amagmatic terrain, positive MBA and thinner crust have also 
been observed at the MAR near the 15°20‟N FZ (e.g., Fujiwara et al., 2003). In both locations, the thinner 
crust is associated with irregular, oblique and rotated fault blocks, and extensive outcrops of serpentinized 
peridotite (Fujiwara et al., 2003; Smith et al., 2008). In the southwest of the 13N region, however, the 
inferred crustal thinning is located far from any known fracture zone. Consequently, this could reflect a past 
ridge jump, as it is mirrored by the parallel band of off axis seismicity recorded to the west (Escartín et al., 
2003b – Fig. 1b).  
Generally, the 7.5 km s
-1
 velocity contour lies between 5-6 km-depth below seafloor (Fig. 8). 
Modelling of PmP arrivals shows that, where these phases are observed, they arise due to a step-wise change 
in velocity with depth, while elsewhere the transition from crust to mantle is gradual. A potential cause of 
this gradual change is lateral variation in magmatic process such that magma solidifies within the lithosphere 
as it ascends (Wilson et al., 2013; Dunn et al., 2017). This, in turn, leads to an increasing volume of crust-
like material with depth (Cannat, 1996; Kelemen et al., 2004). Alternatively, detachments and normal 
spreading-related faulting facilitates fluid ingress into the crust, and potentially uppermost mantle. These 
fluids metamorphose the gabbros of the lower crust and peridotites of the upper mantle, in effect blurring the 
transition between the two in seismic velocity terms, and resulting in an irregular transition between mafic 
and ultramafic lithologies within the lower crust and upper mantle (Jarchow and Thompson, 1989). These 
lithologies are ultimately exhumed at the seabed along a detachment over a geological time frame. 
 
6.2 OCC fault geometry 
Comparison between the 1320 OCC microseismicity and the inversion model (Fig. 11) reveals that there are 
three distinct regions defining the detachment fault surface, rather than the two previously inferred (Parnell-
Turner et al., 2017). Parnell-Turner et al. (2017) equate the observed deep extensional earthquakes located 
close to the ridge axis to a steep fault zone at the base of the crust, whilst the intermediate-depth, 
compressional earthquakes are attributed to the build-up of stress in the footwall, due to fault bending roll-
over to a lower angle as it reaches the seafloor. The rest of the detachment fault is considered to be slipping 
aseismically.  
Our observations, however, indicate that the 3-D geometry of an OCC detachment fault is more 
complex than this (Figs 11 & 12). For the 1320 OCC, the southern portion of the fault plane slips seismically 
at shallow depths (<5 km) beneath the seafloor, while the compressive seismicity is located immediately 
below the higher Vp anomaly (>5 km) associated with the OCC (Fig. 11b, f, i), and the deep (>10 km) 
microseismicity at the ridge axis is observed as a separate deeper cluster associated with the zone of lower 
velocity (Fig. 11a-d, f-g).  
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Considering these observations together, the 1320 OCC detachment fault could be interpreted as 
having initiated within the upper crust along an alteration front, corresponding to the rheological boundary 
between weak and strong lithospheric sections, and where magmatic intrusions result in transient variations 
in the thermal structure that affect the depth of the brittle-ductile transition (Escartín et al., 2003a; Picazo et 
al., 2012). If this is the case, then the roll-hinge of the detachment fault lies at depth within the footwall, with 
the extensional seismicity instead relating to ridge spreading processes operating in the deeper crust and 
uppermost mantle (e.g. gabbro intrusion etc.). 
At the 1320 OCC, the detachment fault dip angle changes from steep- to low-angle over a distance 
of a few kilometres, with shallow earthquakes recorded along the steep southern flank (Fig, 11c), and little 
seismicity observed along the northern flank (Fig. 11i). Parnell-Turner et al. (2017) interpret the northern 
flank to be slipping aseismically due to anomalously low friction rheologies (Escartín et al., 1997, 2003a; 
Picazo et al., 2012), and due to the low angle of faulting (Axen, 1992; Sibson, 1994). In the case of the 1320 
OCC detachment fault plane, efficient strain localization caused by the rheology of quartz and basalt, which 
has been ubiquitously sampled (Bonnemains et al., 2017), suggests instead that factors such as pore fluids 
and effective confining pressure may be more important in controlling the effective friction along its 
shallowest depths before exhumation. High fluid pore pressures may be achieved in the fault plane by 
“hanging-wall over-plating”, as described by Bonnemains et al. (2017) and Escartín et al. (2017) at this 
OCC. Deep fluids at lithostatic pressure can be channelled into the brittle fault zone due to increased 
permeability caused by rupture. This high fluid pressure is maintained by low-permeability fine-grained 
mylonites below, and by mineralization and cemented breccia above, effectively sealing the system and 
inhibiting fluid circulation with the adjacent crust (Axen, 1992; Sibson, 1994).  
The presence of silica-rich fluids and the widespread silicification of the detachment (Bonnemains et 
al., 2017) demonstrate that sustained hydrothermal circulation occurs, which once over-pressured, can create 
the conditions for low-angle fault reactivation of high friction materials like quartz (Axen, 1992; Sibson, 
1994). This reactivation would be impaired if slip is misaligned to the stress field (<<40° – Sibson, 1994, 
1996) which would explain the seismic quiescence observed in the concave down, low-angle section of the 
1320 OCC detachment fault plane. Such a process would promote lock-slip instead of aseismic slip, and 
result in the medium-sized earthquakes which have been interpreted to occur in the shallowest part of the 
OCC (Craig and Parnell-Turner, 2017). Either way, regardless of whether the OCC is aseismic or capable of 
producing medium-sized earthquakes, the strength of the fault plane itself varies between its southern 
(seismic) and northern (aseismic or lock-slip) flanks.  
 
6.3 Faulting at 13°N on the MAR 
The results of this study support the local-scale model of OCC development and evolution and the 
implications that model has for faulting processes (MacLeod et al., 2009). The rapid thinning of the 
shallower crust across OCCs (Fig. 8h,i) reflects a disparity in tectonic heave between each OCC and the 
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opposite flank of the ridge axis (MacLeod et al., 2009) that is not present elsewhere within the 13N region. 
The thinning of the shallower crust across OCCs also coincides with locations of low backscatter terrain at 
the ridge axis, in contrast to the high backscatter volcanic terrain found throughout the rest of the region 
(Mallows and Searle, 2012). The shallower crust is also thinner across the Ashadze OCCs located to the 
south (Peirce et al., 2019). 
There is strong evidence to suggest that the 1320 and 1330 OCCs are at different stages of their 
respective life cycles. A 1-D velocity-depth profile through the 1330 OCC (Fig. 10) reveals significantly 
lower velocity at equivalent sub-seabed depth than the 1320 OCC. This reinforces the hypothesis that the 
northern OCC is coming to the end of its life cycle and may currently be being intruded by magma 
originating across the NTO to the north, as a result of southwards propagation of the 14N segment ridge tip 
(MacLeod et al., 2009;  Mallows & Searle, 2012; Peirce et al., 2019). 
Further evidence for the OCCs being in different stages of their life cycle is the contrasting 
detachment fault steepness (Figs 11 & 12). The 1330 OCC shows low-angle dips throughout its fault plane 
that may imply that it is at a later stage of exhumation. In contrast, the southern flank of the 1320 OCC has a 
steeper detachment fault plane, and the associated seismicity suggests that it is active and still exhuming 
material from deeper parts of the crust. Howell et al. (2019) postulate that waxing and waning magmatism 
controls detachment initiation and decline, with associated progressive fault rotation eventually being 
sufficient to result in lock-up in the subsurface (Buck, 1988; Sibson, 1994).  
The Reston and Ranero (2011) segment-scale detachment fault model, in which normal fault rider 
blocks rafted from the hanging-wall overlie an undulating single detachment surface along the entire 
segment length, does not fit the observations at 13N. The evidence to support this conclusion is two-fold: 1) 
the crustal structure between the 1320 and 1330 OCCs is equivalent to that on the eastern ridge flank; and 2) 
the north-south ridge-like structure (at x=37, y=46-52 km) sits atop a steep normal-fault-like structure that 
separates shallow, higher velocity crust to the west from more normal oceanic crust to the east (where active 
volcanic structures are observed on the seabed). This ridge-like structure is interpreted as a relic inward-
facing normal fault. 
However, along-axis continuity between these OCCs may take the form of an interconnected 
network of different modes of faulting. Recent 3-D geodynamic modelling demonstrated that, even with an 
intermediate-to-high magma supply, transition zones between different modes of faulting are possible if a 
section of a fault weakens at a slower rate than in adjacent sections (Tian and Choi, 2017; Howell et al., 
2019). The correlation in patterns of microseismicity with fault geometry and depth, from seismic to 
aseismic (or lock-slip of large earthquakes), demonstrates that the strength of the 1320 OCC detachment is 
variable. Therefore, the 1320 OCC seems to be at the border of a transition between two types of faulting. As 
a consequence, it cannot be the surface expression of a detachment that also contains the 1330 OCC, but it 
can be a transfer zone between normal and detachment faulting. Conversely, 1330 OCC lies in the inside 
corner of a non-transform offset (this work and MacLeod et al., 2009; Mallows & Searle, 2012; Peirce et al., 
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2019), which could suggest that OCCs originate as a result of the transfer between different modes of 
faulting and, thus, promote the coalescence of a network of linked fractures, where brittle deformation is 
localized to relatively limited portions of the crust (Parnell-Turner et al., 2018a).  
7. CONCLUSIONS 
This 3-D seismic tomography study of the 13°N segment of the MAR aimed to investigate the crustal 
structure and inter-relationships between OCCs, and so investigate along axis connectivity of the associated 
detachment fault. It also aimed to provide a better understanding of magmatic and faulting processes 
associated with crustal formation at slower-spreading rates. From our study, we draw the following 
conclusions: 
i) on average, throughout the 13N region, the crust is ~6 km-thick; 
ii) beneath the deep lava-floored basin in between OCCs the crust is thinner (~5 km) and is more 
characteristically magmatic in layering and velocity-depth structure; 
iii) at the ridge axis the crust is relatively thicker (~7 km) and coincides with lower P-wave velocities 
that suggest it is currently in a more magmatic phase of crustal formation;  
iv) the crust to the south of the 1325 and west of the 1320 OCCs is unusually thin (<4 km), which 
explains its corresponding anomalously high MBA; and 
v) the crust-mantle boundary is a transition zone throughout most of the 13N segment, except in 
isolated locations that also demonstrate magmatic characteristics. 
 
Our 3-D grid tomographic results support the local-scale hypothesis (MacLeod et al., 2009) in which 
OCCs are associated with independent detachment faults which result in asymmetric spreading across the 
ridge axis. We draw this conclusion based on the following observations:  
i) the largest variation in thickness of the upper crust is focused at each OCC; 
ii) OCC bounding faults display significant relative changes in dip;  
iii) the distribution of microseismicity implies separate features; and  
iv) seabed morphology and sampling suggest that the 1320 and 1330 OCCs are at different stages of 
their life cycles. 
 
Finally, the change in steepness of the fault along the northern flank of the 1320 OCC is located at a 
transfer zone between the different faulting regimes observed to its south and north. Consequently, instead of 
detachment faults which traverse the entire length of the segment (Reston and Ranero, 2011) as the 
mechanism for segment-scale asymmetric spreading, we propose that any along-axis fault connectivity is 
more likely to occur by OCCs acting as transfer zones linking different modes of faulting. OCCs, initially 
formed at shallow crustal depths, breach the seafloor where there is a strong asymmetry in seafloor spreading 
as a result of variation in magma supply along the ridge which, in turn, influences the rate at which faults 
weaken. This weakening may not only influence the way in which detachments rotate and migrate off axis 
before becoming finally inactive, but it may also influence how, when and where new OCCs are created. 
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Figure 1. The 13°N and 14°N segments of the MAR. a) Regional swath bathymetry (100 m resolution) 
between the Marathon and 15°20‟N fracture zones showing the ridge-parallel normal faulting of the 
magmatic region to the north of the non-transform offset (NTO) located at 13°35‟N, and the OCC-hosting 
terrane of the western ridge flank to the south. The Logatchev, Semyenov, Irinovskoe and Ashadze active 
hydrothermal vents sites are marked by white stars. Black dashed lines indicate the generalized location of 
the ridge axis, the blue line Profile R of Peirce et al. (2019) and the black dashed box the 13N 3-D grid 
region shown in Fig. 2. A 13N sub-set of hydroacoustically-detected seismicity is marked by black-filled 
dots (e.g. Smith et al., 2003, 2006; Escartín et al., 2003b) and blue-filled dots mark earthquake epicentres 
from the USGS Earthquake Hazards Program catalogue (https://earthquake.usgs.gov). b) Plate boundaries in 
the central Atlantic as marked by earthquake epicentres, with the 13N study area marked by the red circle. 
EU – Eurasia; NA – North America; AF – Africa; C - Caribbean; SA – South America plates. The location 
of the boundary between the North America and South America plates is debated. c) Local swath bathymetry 
(20 m resolution) of the 13N 3-D grid study area showing the morphology of labelled OCCs. Red stars mark 
active vent sites. Black dashed line shows the Mallows and Searle (2012) average ridge axis location. The 
same bathymetry colour scale is used in all other bathymetry figures.  
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Figure 2. 13N 3-D grid acquisition layout. Both latitude-longitude and x-y grids are indicated. Seventeen 
seismic shot profiles are shown by the solid black lines with example profile names labelled. OBS locations 
are marked by white circles. Red circles show the locations of OBSs whose record sections are shown in 
Figs 3 & 4. White stars mark vent sites and the black dashed line Mallows and Searle‟s (2012) average ridge 
axis. Profile R (Peirce et al., 2019) is located by the thick blue line (cf. Fig. 1a) and is coincident with Profile 
L of the 3-D grid. 
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 Figure 3. Example hydrophone record sections for OBS 40, displayed with a band-pass 5-20 Hz filter. All 
record sections are plotted with a reduction velocity of 6 km s-1. a) Profile D shots and b) record section from 
(a) with first arrival travel time picks plotted as blue bars, whose length corresponds to assigned pick 
uncertainty of 50-75 ms. Calculated travel times from the 3-D inversion are shown by black dots. Travel 
times calculated by forward ray-tracing through a 2-D model derived from the inversion model are marked 
by red dots. See text for details on model construction. The geometry of first arrival trend is predominantly 
influenced by the seabed topography. Pg – crustal refracted arrival; Pn – mantle refracted arrival. c) Ray 
paths forward-traced through a 2-D node-based model representation of the inversion model sliced along 
Profile D.  d-f) Equivalent for Profile O. Parts c) & f) are masked by the inversion model ray coverage. See 
Fig. 2 for profile and OBS locations. 
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 Figure 4. Example hydrophone record sections for OBSs 06 and 14, displayed with a band-pass 5-20 Hz 
filter. All record sections are plotted with a reduction velocity of 6 km s-1. a & b) OBS 06 for Profile L shots 
with first arrival travel time picks plotted as blue bars and Moho reflections as red bars in b), with length 
corresponding to assigned pick uncertainty of 50-75 ms.  Pg – crustal refracted arrival; Pn – mantle refracted 
arrival; PmP – Moho reflection. First arrival travel times calculated from the inversion model (Fig. 5) are 
shown as black dots. Moho reflections were calculated by forward ray-tracing through a 2-D node-based 
representation of inversion model sliced along Profile L. c) P-wave velocity structure along Profile L, with 
forward-traced ray paths of PmP arrivals compared to those recorded by OBS 06. These arrivals are due to a 
high velocity gradient boundary between crust and mantle. d-f) Equivalent for OBS 14 along Profile F. See 
Fig. 2 for profile and OBS locations. Parts c) and f) are masked using the inversion model ray coverage. 
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 Figure 5. Horizontal (depth) slices through the inversion HRSM and LRDM. a) Bathymetry showing the 
location of Mallows and Searle‟s (2012) average ridge axis (black dashed line in all parts) and the vent sites 
(white stars). b) Vertical slice across axis through the initial model for 1320 OCC (at model y=20.0 km) 
showing the 1-D velocity-depth structure starting point of the inversion of HRSM. The ridge axis is marked 
by the vertical black dashed line. Slices at c) 4.5 km, d) 5.0 km and e) 6.0 km bsl through the HRSM, which 
has a resolution of 2 x 2 x 1 km to a depth of ~5 km bsl, and at f) 7.0 km, g) 8.0 km and h) 9.0 km bsl 
through the LRDM, which has a resolution of 3 x 3 x 2 km to a depth of ~7 km bsl. The 6.0 km s-1 and 7.5 
km s-1 contours, used as proxies for the upper-to-lower crust and crust-to-mantle transitions respectively, are 
shown by contour lines. The 1320, 1325 and 1330 OCCs correspond to higher velocity anomalies relative to 
the surrounding crust, and the ridge axis is marked by a north-south trending band of lower velocity. Parts c-
h) are masked using the inversion model ray coverage and are illuminated by the seabed topography. An 
unilluminated version of this figure is provided as Supplementary Fig. 3. 
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 Figure 6. Lateral variation in horizontal velocity gradient calculated ridge-perpendicular (left column) and 
ridge-parallel (right). a) Bathymetry showing the location of Mallows and Searle‟s (2012) average ridge axis 
(black dashed line in all parts) and the vent sites (white stars). PmP reflection points calculated by 2-D 
forward ray-tracing (Fig. 4) are shown by black lines. b-c) Velocity gradient calculated at 4.5 km bsl through 
the HRSM. The OCCs are marked by low lateral gradients which suggests that they are underlain 
predominantly by rocks from the lower crust and uppermost mantle. In between OCCs a high lateral gradient 
with a ridge-parallel alignment suggests areas where the crust has been predominantly magmatically accreted 
(left column), and denote the OCC hanging-wall (right). A steep east-west trending gradient also locates the 
NTO (blue dashed line). Equivalent for d-e) 5.0 km, f-g) 5.5 km, h-i) 6.0 km bsl. The latter shows the ridge-
parallel structure (h) of the upper crust on the eastern flank in particular. Parts b-i) are masked using the 
inversion model ray coverage, are illuminated by the seabed topography and have the outlines of the 1320 
and 1330 OCCs marked by green lines.  
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 Figure 7. Horizontal (depth) slices through the inversion HRSM and LRDM plotted as the difference 
between the inversion model and the reference model constructed using a 1-D velocity-depth profile located 
in a region of the ridge axis thought to be magmatically spreading. See text for details of model construction. 
a) Bathymetry showing the location of Mallows and Searle‟s (2012) average ridge axis (black dashed line in 
all parts) and the vent sites (white stars). Blue cross shows the 1-D reference profile location (x=42 km, y=30 
km). b) Vertical slice along axis (at model x=42 km) approximately following Mallows and Searle‟s (2012) 
average ridge axis definition. The 1-D reference profile is shown with its location marked by the blue dashed 
line. Within inversion resolution, the ridge axis appears to have a velocity-depth structure expected for crust 
undergoing magmatic accretion. Difference model slices at c) 4.5 km, d) 5.0 km and e) 6.0 km bsl through 
the HRSM, and at f) 7.0 km, g) 8.0 km and h) 9.0 km bsl through the LRDM. The +1.25 km s
-1
 contour is 
used as a proxy to demark the lateral and depth extent of the 1320, 1325 and 1330 OCCs in all parts. The 
ridge axis is highlighted by a north-south trending band of lower velocity that extends into the upper mantle 
(8.0 km and 9.0 km bsl slices). Parts c-h) are masked by the inversion model ray coverage and are 
illuminated by the seabed topography. An unilluminated version of this figure is provided as Supplementary 
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Fig. 8. 
 
Figure 8. Vertical slices through the inversion model. a) Bathymetry showing the location of Mallows and 
Searle‟s (2012) average ridge axis (black dashed line in all parts) and the vent sites (white stars). The 1320 
and 1330 OCC breakaways (BA) and inward-facing normal fault (F) in between are marked and the location 
of vertical slices are shown by solid white lines. Blue cross shows the 1-D reference profile location. b) 
West-east vertical slice through the 1320 OCC showing the P-wave velocity. The black dotted line in all 
parts outlines the contribution of the HRSM to the inversion model. Velocity contours are plotted at 1 km s
-1
 
intervals up to 6 km s
-1
. Thicker black contours denote the proxy for the upper-to-lower crustal transition (6 
km s
-1
) and the base of crust transition (7.5 km s
-1
 – after Peirce et al., 2019). c) West-east vertical slice 
through the difference model for the 1320 OCC showing with the +1.25 km s
-1
 thicker contour highlighting 
the lateral and vertical extent of the OCC. Contours are plotted at 1.25 km s
-1
 intervals. d-e) Equivalent for 
the 1325 OCC. Inward-facing normal fault (IFNF) highlighted in blue. f-g) Equivalent for the 1330 OCC. h-
i) Ridge axis-parallel profiles through the 1320 and 1330 OCCs along Profile L that is coincident with 
Profile R of Peirce et al. (2019). The 6.0 km s
-1
 and 7.5 km s
-1
 contours, derived from the Profile R 2-D 
velocity model, are plotted as blue dash-dot lines and are consistent with those of the inversion model. Parts 
b-i) are masked using the inversion model ray coverage. 
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 Figure 9. Layer thickness and gravity anomaly correlation. a) Bathymetry showing the location of Mallows 
and Searle‟s (2012) average ridge axis (black dashed line in all parts) and the vent sites (white stars). The 
locations of 1-D velocity-depth profiles shown in Fig. 10 are marked by coloured circles. The locations of 
average 1-D velocity-depth profiles sampled along the ridge axis (red dot-dash line) and eastern ridge flank 
(black dash-dot line) are also highlighted. b) Free-air anomaly (FAA) compiled from ship-based 
measurements made during JC102, JC109 and JC132 (Peirce 2014a,b; Reston and Peirce, 2016). c) Mantle 
Bouguer anomaly (MBA). d) Residual mantle Bouguer anomaly (RMBA). All gravity anomalies were 
calculated following the approach outlined in Peirce et al. (2019). e) Upper crustal thickness calculated using 
the depth to the 6.0 km s-1 contour and subtracting the seabed depth shown in a). f) Lower crustal thickness 
calculated by subtracting the bsl depth of the upper crustal surface (e) from the depth to base of crust surface 
(h). g) Total crustal thickness variation throughout the 13N 3-D grid footprint, as sum of e) and f). h) Moho 
depth, calculated as the sum of seafloor depth plus depth bsl of the 7.5 km s-1 contour. PmP reflection points 
calculated by 2-D forward ray-tracing (Fig. 4) are shown by blue lines in h). Parts e-h) are masked using the 
inversion model ray coverage and are illuminated by the seabed topography. An unilluminated version of this 
figure is provided as Supplementary Fig. 9.  
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 Figure 10. One-dimensional velocity-depth profiles of 1320, 1325 and 1330 OCCs, an inward-facing normal 
fault block, the ridge axis and the eastern ridge flank (see legend and Fig. 9a), compared with profiles for the 
TAG detachment (Canales et al., 2007) and the Rainbow massif (Dunn et al., 2017). The grey shading shows 
the velocity-depth range between the TAG and Rainbow locations. The average MAR crustal velocity-depth 
envelope of White et al. (1992) (light blue shading) is shown for reference. 
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 Figure 11. 1320 OCC detachment geometry. a) Bathymetry surrounding the 1320 OCC with microseismic 
events (Parnell-Turner et al., 2017) coloured according to mechanism (see legend). White lines locate cross-
sections shown in b-i) with azimuths or x, y coordinates annotated in black. White triangle marks the 
Irinovskoe vent site in all relevant parts and the circled cross the intersection of each cross-section at the 
OCC (vertical dotted line in all other parts). Red dashed line marks the trend of the proposed ridge axis 
location based on the crustal structure derived from the inversion model. Mallows and Searle‟s (2012) 
average ridge axis is marked by the black dashed line. Blue cross shows the 1-D reference profile location. b-
i) Vertical cross-sections through the difference model for the LRDM at various azimuths, with earthquake 
hypocentres annotated. Sections are annotated in the top right corners by their azimuths (b-f) or are annotated 
by their x or y coordinate (g-i). Red arrows locate the proposed ridge axis further to the east, based on crustal 
velocity-depth structure; black arrows indicate the average ridge axis of Mallows and Searle (2012). Red and 
blue dashed wedges indicate the changing dip (annotated) of the detachment fault plane, based on the +1.25 
km s-1 velocity difference contour, on the exposed surface and at depth. Horizontal dotted line marks the 
shallowest depth of the 1320 OCC. IFNF – inward-facing normal fault. 
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 Figure 12. 1330 OCC detachment geometry. See Fig. 11 for details. The red circled cross in a) marks the 
general location of the non-transform offset (NTO) shown in e). White triangle marks the Semyenov vent site 
in all relevant parts. 
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 Figure 13. Comparison between velocity-depth models from Profile R (a), Profile L (b), and west-east 
sections through OCCs 1320 (c) and 1330 (d). a) Peirce et al.‟s (2019) 2-D velocity-depth model along 
Profile R with contours plotted at 1 km s-1 intervals. The 6.0 km s-1 contour acts as a proxy for the upper-to-
lower crustal transition. The solid black line marks the base of crust transition resulting from combined 
inversion and forward seismic and gravity modelling. The 7.5 km s-1 contour, on which the base of crust 
modelling was initially based, is shown as a white dashed line. b) Profile L extracted from the 3-D grid 
inversion model of this study with red dashed lines showing its location along Profile R. Black dotted line 
shows the HRSM contribution to the inversion model. c) Perpendicular (west-east) profile through the 1320 
OCC showing the location of the breakaway (red arrow) and labelled vent site (red star). The intersection 
with Profiles L and R is marked by the vertical black dashed line. d) Equivalent for the 1330 OCC. In both c) 
and d) the white dashed 7.5 km s-1 contour acts as a proxy for the base of crust. Parts b-d) are masked using 
the inversion model ray coverage. 
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 Table 1. Regularized inversion parameters for the best-fit models. 
Model Forward 
spacing 
(km) 
Inverse 
spacing 
(km) 
Trade-off 
parameter,  
Smoothness 
factor, Sz 
χ2 
1 0.25hv 0.75h / 0.25v 1.25 0.125 1.00 
2 0.50hv 1.50h / 0.50v 0.44 0.125 1.26 
h - horizontal spacing; v - vertical spacing 
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